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ORCID ID: 0000-0003-3537-9869 (R.L.Z.).

Abstract

The alveolar epithelium consists of squamous alveolar type (AT) I
and cuboidal ATII cells. ATI cells cover 95–98% of the alveolar
surface, thereby playing a critical role in barrier integrity, and are
extremely thin, thus permitting efficient gas exchange. During lung
injury, ATI cells die, resulting in increased epithelial permeability.
ATII cells re-epithelialize the alveolar surface via proliferation and
transdifferentiation into ATI cells. Transdifferentiation is
characterized by down-regulation of ATII cell markers, up-
regulation of ATI cell markers, and cell spreading, resulting in a
change in morphology from cuboidal to squamous, thus restoring
normal alveolar architecture and function. The mechanisms
underlying ATII to ATI cell transdifferentiation have not been well
studied in vivo. A prerequisite for mechanistic investigation is a
rigorous, unbiased method to quantitate this process. Here, we used
SPCCreERT2;mTmGmice, in which ATII cells and their

progeny express green fluorescent protein (GFP), and applied
stereologic techniques to measure transdifferentiation during repair
after injury induced by LPS. Transdifferentiation was quantitated as
the percent of alveolar surface area covered by ATII-derived (GFP1)
cells expressing ATI, but not ATII, cell markers. Using this
methodology, the time course and magnitude of transdifferentiation
during repair was determined. We found that ATI cell loss and
epithelial permeability occurred by Day 4, and ATII to ATI cell
transdifferentiation began by Day 7 and continued until Day 16.
Notably, transdifferentiation and barrier restoration are temporally
correlated. This methodology can be applied to investigate the
molecular mechanisms underlying transdifferentiation, ultimately
revealing novel therapeutic targets to accelerate repair after
lung injury.

Keywords: transdifferentiation; alveolar epithelium; lung injury
and repair

The alveolar epithelium consists of
squamous alveolar type (AT) I cells and
cuboidal ATII cells. ATI cells cover 95–98%
of the alveolar surface, thereby playing a
critical role in barrier function, and are
extremely thin, permitting efficient gas
exchange (1). Perhaps in part due to their
morphology, ATI cells are particularly
susceptible to injury. During lung injury

induced by various causes, ATI cells die and
slough off (1–8), resulting in increased
permeability, which, in the case of acute
respiratory distress syndrome, leads to the
influx of edema fluid and hypoxemia (9).
Efficient epithelial repair is critical for
reabsorption of edema and survival
(10, 11), and is believed to prevent fibrosis
(3, 12). However, there are no therapies to

enhance re-epithelialization, in part because
of our limited understanding of the
molecular mechanisms that drive repair.

Re-epithelialization is orchestrated
principally by ATII cells (4, 6, 7, 13–16)
(under certain circumstances, other
progenitors contribute [16–20]). Surviving
ATII cells proliferate to replace lost cells,
and, based on work by us (21) and others
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(22–25), the mechanisms that drive ATII
cell proliferation are partially understood.
However, once normal cell numbers
are restored, some ATII cells must
transdifferentiate into ATI cells to
re-establish normal alveolar architecture
(2, 6, 13–17). Transdifferentiation is
characterized by down-regulation of ATII
cell markers, up-regulation of ATI cell
markers, and cell spreading, resulting in a
change in morphology from cuboidal to
squamous. In fact, based on the known
dimensions of ATII and ATI cells (26, 27),
transdifferentiation requires massive cell
spreading, yielding a cell that is greater
than 100 times thinner and covers
approximately 50 times more surface area.
Transdifferentiation is of critical
physiologic significance, as it results in
re-epithelialization of the denuded alveolar
surface after ATI cell loss, thus restoring
barrier integrity, with a thin cell that
permits efficient gas exchange by virtue of
its squamous morphology (1). However,
despite a few in vitro reports (28–30), the
molecular mechanisms underlying
transdifferentiation have rarely been
studied in vivo. In vivo mechanistic studies
using pharmacologic or genetic
manipulation of specific molecular
pathways would require stringent, unbiased
quantification of transdifferentiation to
ensure accurate conclusions.

A method to accurately and
quantitatively measure transdifferentiation
is stereology (31, 32), morphometric
measurement of three-dimensional
structures using two-dimensional tissue
sections (33). Design-based stereology uses
rigorous uniform sampling to ensure that
the fraction of tissue analyzed is
representative of the entire organ, a
fundamental tenet of scientific investigation
necessary to avoid bias and render accurate
conclusions (31). Such an approach is
imperative, particularly with growing
concern about methodological rigor and
reproducibility in biomedical science
(34–37).

Here, we use SPCCreERT2;mTmG
mice, in which ATII cells and all of their
progeny express green fluorescent protein
(GFP), and apply stringent stereologic
methodology to rigorously measure ATII to
ATI cell transdifferentiation during repair
after lung injury. Transdifferentiation was
quantitated as the percent of alveolar
surface area covered by ATII-derived
(GFP1) cells that express ATI, but not

ATII, cell markers. Using this methodology,
we determined the time course and
magnitude of transdifferentiation during
repair after injury induced by LPS.
Moreover, we began to address several
important unanswered questions: the rate
of ATI cell turnover during homeostasis,
the extent to which the alveolar septa are
denuded of ATI cells during injury, the
relative timing of ATII cell proliferation
and transdifferentiation during repair after
lung injury, the sequence and rapidity of
changes in gene expression and cell
morphology during transdifferentiation,
and the correlation between
transdifferentiation and barrier restoration
in the LPS model. In the future, this
method of rigorously and quantitatively

measuring transdifferentiation can be
applied to investigate underlying molecular
mechanisms.

Materials and Methods

SPCCreERT21/2;mTmG1/2 mice were
treated with tamoxifen, which yielded a
recombination efficiency of 94.55% (SD,
2.93%), followed by LPS or HCl. Lung
sections were stained for prosurfactant
protein (SP) C, T1a, GFP, receptor for
advanced glycation endproducts (RAGE),
aquaporin (AQP) 5, SPA or SPD.
Systematic, uniform, random sampling was
performed at every level (27, 31).
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Figure 1. Alveolar epithelial architecture in naive lung. Lungs of naive SPCCreERT2;mTmG mice
were fixed and immunostained for green fluorescent protein (GFP), T1a, and prosurfactant protein C
(proSPC). (A) Open arrowheads indicate cuboidal GFP1 proSPC1 alveolar type (AT) II cells. Solid
arrowheads indicate squamous GFP2 proSPC2 T1a1 ATI cells lining both sides of the alveolar septa
(363 magnification). Scale bar: 20 mm. (B) The percent of alveolar surface area covered by ATI or ATII
cells was determined. Solid bar is ATI cells; open bar is ATII cells (n> 5 mice).
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Figure 2. Patchy ATI cell damage and epithelial permeability without complete denudation during lung injury. (A) SPCCreERT2;mTmG or (B) C57BL/6
mice were treated with intratracheal LPS and killed at the indicated time points. (A) Lung sections were immunostained with antibodies against GFP,
T1a, and proSPC. Patchy areas of ATI cell damage without complete denudation of the alveolar septa are observed. Dashed inset: solid arrowheads

indicate intact ATI cells, as assessed by bright, crisp T1a staining. Open arrowheads indicate damaged ATI cells, as assessed by dim, speckled T1a
staining. Arrow indicates ATII cell with a partially spread morphology. Inflammation and septal thickening are also noted in the areas of ATI cell injury
(320–40 magnification). (B) Bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) fluid was centrifuged at 100,0003 g for 2 hours, and the pellet was subjected to Western
blotting for T1a and RAGE (receptor for advanced glycation endproducts). Sloughing of ATI cells off the septal surface was determined by detection of T1a
and RAGE in the BAL sediment. Densitometry was performed. (C) Epithelial permeability to 70-kD rhodamine B-dextran or endogenous albumin or IgM
and BAL cell counts are shown (n> 8 mice/group). Error bars represent SD. **P, 0.01, ****P, 0.0001 compared with Day 0.
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The surface area of alveolar septa
covered by GFP1 proSPC1 (ATII) cells or
GFP1 proSPC2 T1a1 (ATII-derived ATI)
cells and the total alveolar septal surface
area were determined by intersection with
linear probes (27, 31). The surface density
(Ŝv), or surface area per volume, of
the structure of interest was determined.
The Ŝv of the cells of interest was divided by
the Ŝv of the total septal surface to
yield the percent of septal surface area
covered by the cells of interest.

Complete methods are available in the
online supplement.

Results

Alveolar Epithelial Architecture in the
Naive Lung
In naive lungs of SPCCreERT2;mTmGmice,
ATII cells were cuboidal and expressed
GFP1, proSPC1 (Figure 1A), SPA, and
SPD (see Figure E1A in the online
supplement). ATI cells were squamous,
lining both sides of the alveolar septa, and
expressed T1a, AQP5, and RAGE
and bound tomato lectin (Figures 1A
and E1B–E1D). ATII cells covered 1.97
(60.33)% and ATI cells covered 98.03
(60.33)% of the alveolar surface area
(Figure 1B).

Loss of ATI Cells during Lung Injury
Before examining repair, it was necessary to
assess the nature and extent of injury.
Surprisingly, despite visual review of
thousands of images, we found no areas of
alveolar septa completely denuded of ATI
cells after LPS or at 18 hours after HCl at a
dose above the lethal dose 50 (LD50). We
did observe damaged ATI cells, as indicated
by dim, speckled T1a staining in areas of
intense inflammation, at 4 days after LPS or
18 hours after HCl (open arrowheads in
Figures 2A, Figure E2A). This phenomenon
was never observed in naive animals, and
does not appear to be an artifact due to
damaged or out-of-focus tissue (Figure
E2B). Of note, ATI cell injury was
demonstrably patchy in nature, with large
neighboring areas of uninjured lung (solid
arrowheads in Figure 2A, Figure E2). To
determine whether this ATI cell damage
included sloughing of cell fragments, we
ultracentrifuged the bronchoalveolar lavage
and immunoblotted the pellet for apical
(T1a) and basolateral (RAGE) ATI cell
markers (detectable ATI cell markers in the

bronchoalveolar lavage sediment have
previously been shown to correlate with
ATI cell loss by electron microscopy [EM]
[38]). As shown in Figure 2B and Reference
39, there was substantial ATI cell sloughing
in both models (39). The ATI cell damage
temporally correlated with epithelial
permeability, as measured by leak of 70-kD
dextran injected intravenously or
endogenous albumin or IgM from the
bloodstream into the airspaces (Figure 2C)
(39). Importantly, this injury was followed
by repair, as indicated by barrier
restitution (Figure 2C), thereby providing
an important physiological endpoint to
correlate with stereological assessment of
regeneration of the ATI cell monolayer.

Transdifferentiation during Repair
after Lung Injury
In the LPS model, ATII cells function as the
primary progenitor, as demonstrated by a
stable percentage of proSPC1 cells that
express GFP at Day 27 (data not shown).
By 16 days after injury, ATII-derived
(GFP1) ATI (T1a1 proSPC2) cells line
both sides of the alveolar septa (Figure 3A).
The nascent ATII-derived (GFP1) ATI cells
have also lost SPA and SPD expression
(Figure E3A) and, in addition to T1a, now
express AQP5 and RAGE and bind tomato
lectin (solid arrowheads in Figures 3B–3D).
Native (GFP2) ATI (T1a1 proSPC2) cells
are also observed (arrows in Figure 3).

We measured transdifferentiation as
the percent of alveolar surface area covered
by ATII-derived (GFP1) ATI (T1a1

proSPC2) cells. The alveolar surface of a
naive lung was minimally (0.23%) covered
by ATII-derived ATI cells (Figure 3E),
which tended to appear in the peripheral
lung and likely reflected the
transdifferentiation that occurred during
homeostatic turnover in the 30 days
between tamoxifen administration and
killing. During repair after injury, ATII-
derived (GFP1) ATI (T1a1 proSPC2) cells
covered substantially more alveolar surface
area (Figures 3E and 3F). Critically,
transdifferentiation temporally correlated
with the resolution of epithelial
permeability (Figures 2C, 3E, and 3G).

To elucidate the sequence of events that
occur as ATII cells transdifferentiate into
ATI cells during repair (i.e., whether cell
spreading precedes ATI cell marker up-
regulation and ATII cell marker down-
regulation), we examined GFP1 cells at the

time points during which ATII cells are
actively transitioning, 4–7 days after injury.
Several observations were made. Cuboidal
GFP1 cells were always proSPC1 and never
T1a1 (Figures 2A and E3B). GFP1 cells
with a partially spread morphology that
express proSPC, but not T1a, were
occasionally encountered (Figures E3B and
E3C, arrowheads), although such cells
were rare. These cells spread within one
alveolus (Figures E3B and E3C, solid
arrowhead) or extended pseudopod-like
cytoplasmic projections into adjacent
alveoli (Figure 2A, arrow, and Figure E3B,
open arrowheads). More commonly
observed were highly spread (squamous)
ATII-derived (GFP1) cells that had lost
proSPC but not yet gained T1a expression
(Figure E3C, open arrows). Even by 27 days
after injury, ATII-derived ATI cells
frequently expressed lower levels of T1a
(Figure 3F, open arrowheads) than native
ATI cells (Figure 3F, arrows). Taken
together, these data suggest that, during
transdifferentiation, cell spreading
precedes down-regulation of ATII and
up-regulation of ATI cell gene expression.

Discussion

Transdifferentiation of ATII cells into ATI
cells during repair after lung injury is critical
for restoration of normal alveolar
architecture, barrier integrity, and gas
exchange. Landmark studies from the 1970s
(2, 6, 13, 14) and recent contemporary
lineage tracing studies (15–17) have
demonstrated that ATII-to-ATI cell
transdifferentiation occurs during repair
after lung injury. However, the mechanisms
that regulate transdifferentiation have
rarely been studied in vivo. A prerequisite
for mechanistic investigation is a rigorous,
unbiased method to quantitate this process.
Our study expands upon previous studies
by describing such a method. Using the
SPCCreERT2;mTmG mice, we quantitated
transdifferentiation as the surface area
covered by ATII-derived (GFP1) cells that
express ATI, but not ATII, cell markers.
SPCCreERT2;mTmG mice can be
administered pharmacologic agents to
modulate specific signaling pathways or
crossed to conditional knockout (floxed)
mice, generating mice in which ATII-
derived cells are GFP1 and deficient in
specific genes of interest. By applying the
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transdifferentiation and intensity of albumin staining by immunofluorescence. A.U., arbitrary units.
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unbiased stereologic methods described
herein to measure transdifferentiation,
accurate and reproducible conclusions
regarding the underlying mechanisms can
be generated.

An essential component of this
approach is uniform, random sampling at
every level, ensuring that the cells analyzed
are representative of the entire population.
Representative sampling is a fundamental
premise of any statistical analysis, and a
requirement for valid and reproducible
results (37, 40). Unfortunately, other
methods to assess transdifferentiation are
subject to bias. Planimetric approaches are
limited, because the arbitrarily selected high
power fields (HPFs) may not be
representative, and differential tissue
inflation may skew the data. Flow
cytometric analysis may be unreliable,
because the yield of ATI cells from lung
digestion is extremely low (27, 41) and
therefore dubiously representative.
Accordingly, scientific journals and
societies, including the American Thoracic
Society, require that stereology be used for
quantitative assessments of cell number and
structure (32, 33). Stereologic counting of
ATII-derived ATI cells as a method to
quantify transdifferentiation would be
difficult, because individual ATI cells
cannot be readily discriminated by light
microscopy using cytoplasmic or
membrane markers (Figure 1). Moreover,
the current method is preferred, because it
incorporates topographical assessment of
cell spreading, an integral component of
transdifferentiation.

Using this method, we established the
time course of transdifferentiation during
repair after lung injury in a murine LPS
model. ATI cell injury and epithelial
permeability peaked at Day 3 (Figure 2).
ATII cell proliferation peaked at Day 5 (39).
Transdifferentiation occurred from Days 7
to 16. Importantly, as ATII cells spread and
transdifferentiated, epithelial barrier
integrity was restored (Figures 2C, 3E, and
3G). A correlation between morphologic
epithelial injury, as measured by stereology,
and permeability, as measured by flux of a
tracer, has been demonstrated previously
(42–44). We report a similar
structure–function relationship during
repair: as ATII cells spread to re-
epithelialize the alveolar septa, barrier
integrity is restored.

In addition, several novel observations
were made. During homeostasis, approximately

0.005% of the alveolar surface per day
became covered by newly
transdifferentiated ATII-derived ATI
cells. This physiologic turnover tended to
occur in the peripheral lung, as previously
reported (15). Moreover, our study is the
first, to our knowledge, to query
transdifferentiation before proliferation.
(Classic autoradiographic studies were
inherently unable to detect premitotic
transdifferentiation because only
replicating cells were labeled [6, 14]). We
found that, during repair after lung
injury, transdifferentiation occurred
mainly after proliferation, in contrast to
other epithelia in which cells spread
before proliferation during wound healing
(45). In addition, despite examination of
thousands of high-power fields, cells with
characteristics intermediate between ATII
and ATI cells were rarely observed. This
finding, consistent with previous reports
(2, 6, 13, 46, 47), suggests that the
spreading and gene expression changes
that occur during transdifferentiation are
rapid and highly synchronized.

The rare intermediates that were
observed were spread T1a2 cells (Figure
E3C). Moreover, T1a expression, as
determined by staining intensity, was often
low in the squamous ATII-derived cells
(Figure 3F). proSPC2 or T1a1 cuboidal
cells and proSPC1 squamous cells were
never observed. Some previous studies also
suggested that spread intermediates retain
ATII cell characteristics, with ATI cell
characteristics appearing only in highly
squamous cells (2, 5, 8, 46, 48). That T1a is
expressed subsequent to cell spreading
suggests that it is not a critical driver of
spreading during re-epithelialization after
lung injury, despite its critical role in the
development of squamous ATI cells during
alveologenesis (49) and the maintenance of
foot process morphology in kidney
podocytes (50). Still, our findings are
consistent with the observation that
keratinocyte-specific T1a knockout does
not impair cell motility during re-
epithelialization of skin wounds (51). The
rare intermediate cells captured also
appeared to extend cytoplasmic projections
within a single alveolus and into
neighboring alveoli (Figure 2A, Figure
E3B), consistent with the notion that a
single ATII progenitor can repopulate ATI
cells in multiple adjacent alveoli (15).
Presumably, transdifferentiating ATII cells
ultimately assume the morphology of

native ATI cells, extending cytoplasmic
sheets from a central stalk into adjacent
alveoli (1).

Contrary to our original hypothesis, we
never observed alveolar septa completely
denuded of ATI cells. Instead, dim, speckled
T1a staining was observed at the peak of
injury (Figure 2A), accompanied by
epithelial permeability (Figure 2C) and ATI
cell sloughing (Figure 2B). Previous EM
studies of a variety of types of lung injury
revealed a spectrum of ATI cell damage,
including cytoplasmic swelling and electron
lucency, blebbing, and membrane
fragmentation, with the basement
membrane remaining mostly covered by
necrotic ATI cell debris (2, 6–8, 13, 42, 48,
52, 53). We postulate that, in the LPS model
at Day 4 and the HCl model at 18 hours,
this spectrum of damage appears as dim,
speckled T1a staining by light microscopy.
The observation that at no point is the
alveolar surface completely denuded of ATI
cells suggests that removal of damaged
native ATI (GFP2 T1a1) cells and
spreading of nascent ATII-derived ATI
(GFP1 T1a1) cells are highly synchronized
in the LPS model. Perhaps the ATII-derived
cell spreads under the damaged native ATI
cell, physically lifting it off the basement
membrane (13, 46). That damaged ATI
cells remain on the alveolar surface until
the repairing ATII cells transdifferentiate
also implies that injured ATI cells
may be a source of a signal for
transdifferentiation.

At the end of repair, ATII-derived ATI
(GFP1 T1a1) cells had re-epithelialized
approximately 3% of the total alveolar
surface (Figure 3E). A limitation of our
study is the inability to quantify injury
stereologically. Because the diminished T1a
staining intensity by immunofluorescence
was incremental, rather than dichotomous,
accurate quantification of injured ATI cells
was not believed to be possible (48).
Previous stereological quantification of the
extent of epithelial injury required EM
(42–44). We speculate that the focal areas
of ATI cell injury (Figure 2A and Figure
E2) similarly constituted approximately 3%
of the alveolar surface area. In the LPS
model, ATII cells do not derive from
unlabeled progenitors, as demonstrated by
a stable percentage of proSPC1 cells that
express GFP, and we assume that nascent
ATI cells do not either. Because higher
doses of LPS result in animal mortality
(data not shown), we speculate that loss of
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more than 3% of the epithelium may not be
compatible with survival, due to
considerable physiologic consequences
(Figure 2C). Of note, patchy injury is also
observed in human acute respiratory
distress syndrome (9), particularly in
patients who survive. Measuring
transdifferentiation only in “injured” areas
(32, 42, 54) would increase its apparent
magnitude, but may introduce bias
depending on how these areas are
identified. Regardless, although 3% may
seem low, it represents a 21-fold increase
over the naive lung (Figure 3E), and this
method will be a robust approach to assess
mechanisms of transdifferentiation.

We chose the LPS model, because our
goal was to study physiologic re-
epithelialization by native ATII cells. More
severe injury models tend to cause
substantial ATII cell death with
mobilization of alternate epithelial
progenitors, and often result in fibrosis (16,
17, 19, 20). These models may also result in
more extensive injury and complete
denudation of the alveolar septa,

accompanied by an increased magnitude
and altered time course of repair. Thus, it is
important to note that the specific findings
presented here may be limited to the LPS
model. However, the methodology
described can be readily applied to study re-
epithelialization by ATII cells in any lung
injury model. Moreover, using mice in
which Cre recombinase is driven by
another promoter (e.g., Scgb1a1CreER
[17]), it could be applied to study re-
epithelialization of the alveolar surface with
ATI cells derived from other progenitors.

In conclusion, although it has long been
recognized that ATII cells transdifferentiate
into ATI cells during repair after lung injury,
the molecular signals that regulate
transdifferentiation have been difficult to
study in vivo. A prerequisite for any
mechanistic study is a rigorous, unbiased
method of quantitation. We present a
stereological approach with unbiased
sampling and stringent morphometric
analysis to quantitate transdifferentiation.
We hope that this method will emerge as
the standard in the field for future in vivo

investigations of the mechanisms
underlying transdifferentiation.
Transdifferentiation has critical physiologic
consequences, as it results in re-
epithelialization of the denuded alveolar
surface, thus restoring barrier integrity,
with a cell that permits efficient gas
exchange by virtue of its squamous
morphology. Identification of the signaling
pathways regulating transdifferentiation
may reveal novel therapeutic targets to
accelerate physiologic repair and prevent
fibrosis after lung injury, ultimately
improving clinical outcomes. n
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